
 

 

 

‘Shortage of judges in Mumbai; will take 30 years for trial to 

be completed in pending cases’ 

 
Passing the ordinary variety of situations finishing tests in the last 5 years, which 
stands at 2,550 situations, it will certainly take 30.3 years for courts in Mumbai to finish 
tests in 76,841 situations pending till completion of 2020, according to a logical 
research study executed by Praja Structure on significant criminal activity situations in 
Maharashtra resources. 
 

A 30% lack of district attorneys and also courts in the courts dealing with these 
situations is an additional problem that is adding to the stockpile, the record stated. 
The research study is based upon the “Criminal offense in India” information for a five-
year duration from 2016-2020 launched by the National Criminal Activity Records 
Bureau (NCRB), and also RTI information accessed by the structure. The information 
reveals that annually, the variety of pending situations of significant criminal activities 
is raising in Mumbai however the tests in these situations are not being finished at the 
exact same price. 
 

Based On the NCRB information evaluation, approximately 2,550 situations have 
actually finished tests in between 2016-2020 and also for that reason, if the tests 
remain to occur at this rate, it will take the courts 30.3 years to finish them in the 76,841 
situations pending till completion of2020 These situations are just course II offenses, 
which are attempted in both sessions court (at Kalaghoda and also Dindoshi) and also 
the Sewree fast lane court. The offenses that are categorized as Course II offenses 
are murder, murder effort, murder, rape, fatality because of carelessness, abnormal 
offense, losing the unborn baby, abetment to self-destruction, kidnapping, calamitous 
pain, poisoning, attack on public slave and also pain. 
 

The structure stated an additional significant problem is lack of district attorneys and 
also courts in the sessions courts. “According to RTI information accessed by us, there 
is a 30% lack of employees (35 functioning out of 50) in the placement of sessions 
court public district attorneys since March2021 Besides, a 30% lack was seen ready 
of sessions court judges in which just 69 courts were attended be functioning out of 
the overall approved toughness of 98 as on March 2021,” stated Yogesh Mishra, head, 
study and also information, Praja Structure. 
 

” For the judiciary, placements for sessions court judges are not loaded properly. The 
problem is comparable for sessions court public district attorneys too. With the raising 
city populace of Mumbai, it is not simply crucial to load the staying approved articles, 
however additionally to take another look at the variety of approved articles annually 
to deal up with the raising variety of tests,” stated Nitai Mehta, trustee, Praja Structure. 
The guard dog additionally highlighted that out of the 77,899 pending situations in 
2020, just 1,058, 1 percent of the situations, finished tests in2020 Better, 116 situations 
led to sentence, which indicates that the staying 942 situations or 85% of the overall 
situations led to pardon. 
 
 
Link: https://www.newspostalk.com/continent-news/asia-news/shortage-of-judges-in-
mumbai-will-take-30-years-for-trial-to-be-completed-in-pending-cases/  
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